ELP Strategy Tips

How do I write a detailed description of my learning?
- Use detailed examples to demonstrate the course outcomes.
- Use appropriate terminology and in context.
- Describe knowledge, skills, and abilities.
- Refer to supporting documentation.

How do I write a critical incident to demonstrate learning?
- Describe an incident, then answer the questions who, what, where, why, when, and how.
- Add reflection on learning.
- Conclude with an application of the learning.

How do I describe steps in my learning?
- Demonstrate and describe learning progression.
- Personalize systematic instructions by adding colorful details and commentary.
- Summarize the steps.

How do I integrate knowledge of concepts in my writing?
- Demonstrate understanding of the concept by applying the knowledge to an experience.
- Cite relevant research.

How do I write a detailed competency statement?
- Use appropriate terminology and in context.

How do I demonstrate my problem solving abilities?
- Demonstrate critical thinking skills by analyzing a problem with sufficient detail.
- Describe and evaluate the solution.
- Describe the writer's role in the process.

How do I describe the level of learning I've achieved?
- Demonstrate and describe learning progression.
- Personalize systematic instructions by adding colorful details and commentary.
- Summarize the steps.